SCENARIO 1: P TRAP DIRECTLY BELOW DRAIN USING EXTERNAL THREADS AND STRAIGHT FITTING
SCENARIO 2A: OFFSET P TRAP USING EXTERNAL THREADS

1 1/2" NPSM TO SCH40 SOLVENT WELD ADAPTER

CONCRETE FLOOR

PVC OR ABS SCH40 PIPE CUT TO LENGTH

SCH40 SOLVENT WELD FITTINGS

P TRAP
SCENARIO 2B: OFFSET P TRAP USING EXTERNAL THREADS AND 90° DRAIN SHOE

CONCRETE MUST BE REMOVED HERE

90° DRAIN SHOE

SOLVENT WELD CONNECTIONS

P TRAP
SCENARIO 3: TAILPIECE WITH ISLAND TUB DRAIN ADAPTER

BRASS TAILPIECE

CONCRETE FLOOR

ISLAND TUB ADAPTER

SCH40 PIPE

P TRAP
SCENARIO 4: TAILPIECE WITH SLIP JOINT CONNECTION

- WOOD FLOOR W/ ABILITY TO WORK UNDER FLOOR
- BRASS TAILPIECE
- SLIP JOINT FITTING W/ COMPRESSION NUT AND SEALING GASKET
- SCH40 PIPE
- P TRAP